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INTEREST RATES NEAR ALL TIME LOWS
Yields are near ALL-TIME LOWS, even negative.
Where will income come from?
When rates rise, principal will be at risk.

Chart Source: TradingEconomics.com
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U.S. STOCKS PUSHING ALL TIME HIGHS
Is the inevitable looming?

“Predicting rain doesn’t count.
Building arks does.“ – Warren Buffett, 8/15/15
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The DUAL DILEMMA

BONDS

Source: Unknown artist

STOCKS
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OUTCOME AND INCOME
Investors need to achieve a desired OUTCOME
To ensure enough retirement INCOME
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THE

INCOME Dilemma

# 1 fear retirees have
is running out of money.
- Transamerica Center for Retirement Studies, December, 2015
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Frequency of Major Market Events
A major loss of 20% or more is referred to as a bear market.

Did You Know?
S&P 500 data shows that, on average, bear markets:
Occur every

3.7
years

Last

Erase over

months

of market value

10

35%

Source: Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Global Research, Bloomberg: Returns based on S&P 500 since 1929; Zephyr StyleADVISOR

Take

3.3

years to recover
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Remember these Major Events?
Market Headed

Market

Market

Major Event

Down On…

Bottom

Dot-Com Crash

Sept 2000

Financial Crisis

Nov 2007

$1,000,000

Loss

Portfolio was
reduced to:

Portfolio
Recovery Date:

Sept 2002

-44.73%

$552,700

Oct. 2006

Feb 2009

-50.95%

$490,500

Mar 2012

How was your life, portfolio and financial plan impacted?

Source: Zephyr StyleADVISOR and Swan Global Investments
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The Dual Dilemma is a Unique Challenge
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Math Matters

It’s about the math that drives investment returns.
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3 Key Math Concepts Drive Returns
1.Avoid large losses
2.Utilize the power of compounding
3.Reduce volatility (big ups & downs)
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Avoid Large Losses
As losses increase, both the time and gains required
for portfolio recovery expand exponentially.

Source: Swan Global Investments
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Utilize the Power of Compounding
Rate of Return on $1,000 Investment

Compounding Requires
Sustained Time in the Market

Source: diyinvesting.org
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Reduce Volatility (Big Ups & Downs)

Lots of Volatility (Ups & Downs)
May Drag a Portfolio Down
Source: Swan Global Investments
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The Swan Defined Risk Philosophy
“By actively seeking to not lose big,
we believe that investors will be
better off in the long run.”
- Randy Swan, Founder, CEO and Lead Portfolio Manager
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The Swan Defined Risk Process
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A Battled Tested Strategy

The strategy has been battle tested,
through the Dot-Com Bust
and 2008 Financial Crisis.
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Swan Defined Risk Strategy
The Defined Risk Strategy is available:
 Separately Managed Accounts,
 5 different Mutual Funds across various asset classes,
 Collective Investment Funds (for retirement accounts).
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Disclosure Information
Swan Global Investments, LLC. is a SEC registered Investment Advisor that specializes in managing money using the proprietary Defined Risk Strategy (DRS). Please note that
registration of the Advisor does not imply a certain level of skill or training. Further information may be obtained by contacting the company directly at 970-382-8901 or
www.swanglobalinvestments.com. Swan Global Investments, LLC, Swan Global Management, LLC, and Swan Capital Management, LLC are affiliated entities. Sources: Swan Global
Investments, Zephyr StyleADVISOR, and Morningstar; all information is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind. Swan assumes no responsibility for typographical errors,
inaccuracies or other errors which may occur.
This presentation is for information purposes only and does not constitute any investment advice or tax advice. DRS performance results are presented in U.S. dollars and are netof-actual-fees and trading expenses and reflect the reinvestment of dividends and capital gains. Actual fees may vary based on, among other factors, account size and custodial
relationship. No current or prospective client should assume future performance of any specific investment strategy will be profitable or equal to past performance levels. All
investment strategies have the potential for profit or loss. Changes in investment strategies, contributions or withdrawals may cause the performance results of a client’s investment
portfolio to differ materially from the reported composite performance. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk and there can be no assurance that any
specific investment will either be suitable or profitable for a client’s investment portfolio. Historical performance results for market indices and/or categories generally do not reflect
the deduction of transaction and/or custodial charges or the deduction of an investment management fee, the incurrence of which would have the effect of decreasing historical
performance results.
All Swan products utilize the Defined Risk Strategy ("DRS"), but may vary by asset class, regulatory offering type, etc. Accordingly, all Swan DRS product offerings will have different
performance results due to offering differences and comparing results among the Swan products and composites may be of limited use. Historical performance results for market
indices and/or categories generally do not reflect the deduction of transaction and/or custodial charges or the deduction of an investment management fee, the incurrence of which
would have the effect of decreasing historical performance results. Economic factors, market conditions, and investment strategies will affect the performance of any portfolio and
there are no assurances that it will match or outperform any particular benchmark.
The benchmarks used for the DRS Select Composite are the S&P 500 Index, which consists of approximately 500 large cap stocks, the Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index, and a 60/40
blended composite, weighted 60% in the aforementioned S&P 500 Index and 40% in the Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index. The 60/40 is rebalanced monthly. The Barclays US
Aggregate Bond Index is a broad-based flagship benchmark that measures the investment grade, US dollar-denominated, fixed-rate taxable bond market. The index includes
Treasuries, government-related and corporate securities, MBS (agency fixed-rate and hybrid ARM pass-throughs), ABS and CMBS (agency and non-agency). The S&P 500 Index is
often used as a proxy for the overall U.S. equity market. Indexes and other benchmarks used herein are generally unmanaged and have no fees or expenses. An investment cannot
be made directly in an index or some of these benchmarks. Swan’s investments may consist of securities which vary significantly from those in the benchmark indexes listed above
and performance calculation methods may not be entirely comparable. Accordingly, comparing results shown to those of such indexes and benchmarks may be of limited use.
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Disclosure Information
Swan offers and manages The Defined Risk Strategy (“DRS”) for its clients including individuals, institutions and other investment advisor firms. Swan Global Investments has affiliated
advisers including Swan Global Management, LLC and Swan Capital Management, LLC. There are eight DRS Composites offered: 1) The DRS Select Composite which includes nonqualified accounts; 2) The DRS IRA Composite which includes qualified accounts; 3) The DRS Composite which combines the DRS Select and DRS IRA Composites; 4) The DRS
Institutional Composite which includes high net-worth, non-qualified accounts that utilize cash-settled, index-based options held at custodians that allow participation in Clearing
Member Trade Agreement (CMTA) trades; 5) The Defined Risk Fund Composite which includes mutual fund accounts invested in the S&P 500; 6) The DRS Emerging Markets
Composite which includes mutual fund accounts invested in emerging markets; 7) The DRS Foreign Developed Composite which includes all research and development account(s),
and mutual fund accounts invested in foreign developed markets; 8) The DRS U.S. Small Cap Composite which includes all research and development account(s), and mutual fund
accounts invested in U.S. small cap issues. Additional information regarding Swan’s policies and procedures for calculating and reporting performance returns is available upon
request.
The charts and graphs contained herein should not serve as the sole determining factor for making investment decisions. To the extent that you have any questions regarding the
applicability of any specific issue presented or discussed, you are encouraged to consult with Swan Global Investments. All information, including that used to compile charts, is
obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but Swan Global Investments does not guarantee its reliability.
Swan uses options in the DRS strategy. Options carry additional risks and are not suitable for all clients. Clients must read and understand the current options risk disclosure
documents prior to entering into any options or other derivatives transactions. Prior to implementing a call writing program or any of the strategies described herein, a client should
further discuss this investment process with other financial, legal and/or tax advisors. The options risk disclosure document is located at:
http://optionsclearing.com/about/publications/character-risks.jsp 030-SGI-012319
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